Alango Technologies, a leading provider of voice, hearing, and audio enhancement technologies invites you to see and HEAR some of our selected digital sound processing technologies...

**Public Demos**

-EasyListen™ – slows down speech in real time improving the intelligibility of “fast-talkers”

ListenThrough™ - A “smart algorithm” for headphones that allows enjoyment of the music while staying alert to important environmental sounds (alarm, horn, etc.)

-VEP – Voice Enhancement Package with N-Mic array for far-field speech enhancement

**Concept Products**

-BeHear™ - Hearing enhancement and assistive listening capabilities in a sleek Bluetooth headset design that is a multi-functional, high performance, and low-cost alternative to a traditional hearing aid

-SALT - Smart Assistive Listening Transceiver combining all HearPhones™ functionality with additional features. The “Swiss army knife” of hearing enhancement and assistive listening

**Private Demos**

-HearPhones™ - a software reference design transforming a Bluetooth headset or “hearable” into a personal, self-tunable sound amplifier with assistive listening and other advanced capabilities

-MuRefiner™ - Transforms the audio of a cheap Bluetooth speaker into a high quality soundbar

-Dual Microphone Smartwatch Speech Enhancement – Specially designed to discriminate between speech and noise even when the user speaks from varying distance/direction from their smartwatch

-Adaptive Directional Microphone array – a backbone of voice enhancement for smartphones, tablets, Bluetooth headsets, hands-free in-car communication and personal sound amplifiers

**Please RSVP** so we can schedule a time for you to meet, see, and HEAR
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